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Asymptotic properties for censored data with staggered entry are studied in a 
parametric counting process model. In particular, we get the weak convergence of 
the score process and the MLE process and the local asymptotic normality (LAN) 
for this parametric family, all treated in D[O, co) with the Skorohod topology. 
Parallel results are also obtained for the stopped likelihood process. This includes 
the work of Gardiner (1982. J. Multivariate Anal. 12 230-247) on LAN as a special 
case. SC’ 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Borgan [3] studied asymptotic properties of the maximum likelihood 
estimator for parametric multiplicative intensity counting processes, which 
provided a unified treatment of MLE for parametric failure time models 
with censoring. Working within this framework, Hjort [7] established a 
locally asymptotically normal property of this parametric family. 
The basic assumptions of the counting process in Borgan [3] include a 
specification of its likelihood function, which is satisfied by censored data 
with simultaneous entry [ 11. 
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For a parametric model of censored data with staggered entry, there are 
two counting processes involved. The one adapted to calender time 
filtration does not have a multiplicative intensity. And the one adapted to 
age time filtration provides an example of a multiplicative intensity 
counting process whose likelihood does not fall in the form of Borgan [3]. 
However, one can show that the relevant score process is a martingale with 
respect to calender time filtration, which facilitates our study in the line 
initiated by Aalen. 
In Section 2, we shall first describe our model and then derive its 
likelihood process and show that its score process is a calender time 
filtration martingale whose quadratic variation is the dual predictable 
projection of its information process. Asymptotic properties of the score 
process and the information process are established in Section 3, by means 
of Lenglart’s inequality and Rebolledo’s martingale central limit theorem. 
Then, applying the inverse function theorem and a Taylor expansion to the 
results in Section 3, we get in Section 4 the uniform consistency and weak 
convergence of the MLE e,,( .) and the local asymptotical normality of this 
parametric family, all treated as random elements in D-space with 
Skorohod topology. This allows the possibility of time-sequential analysis 
of censored data with staggered entry [It]. Having studied the log- 
likelihood process C,(t, 8), we shall, in Section 5, make a parallel study for 
the stopped log-likelihood process C,(t A T,, 0). where r,, is a calender time 
filtration stopping time, 0 is in ap. As an application, an extension of the 
work on local asymptotic normality by Gardiner [S] is derived directly 
from that of the stopped log-likelihood process C,,(t A t,,, H). 
2. MODELS, LIKELIHOODS, AND MARTINGALES 
In this section, we shall first specify a parametric model for survival data 
with staggered entry in a clinical trial and then discuss the likelihood in 
this model. We then prove that with respect to calender time filtration, the 
score process is a martingale and its quadratic variaton is the dual predic- 
table projection of Fisher information. 
Let (Zi, Yi, Xi, Ci) be a sequence of random vectors on a Blackwell 
space (52, 9, 9) satisfying 
(i) Xi and # are conditionally independent given Zi, (2.1) 
(ii) Xi and Cj are conditionally independent given a(&‘, Z,), (2.2) 
(iii) (Zi, Xi, C;) is a conditionally independent sequence given 2, 
where 
~=u(Y,, Y2 ,... ). (2.3) 
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We assume further that the regular conditional survivor function of X, 
given Zi, denoted by S u(zo( 0, Xi > . ), is for almost all 0 in 
{FL a~),w~~@), (2.4) 
where F is a function defined on [0, co) x d x 0 with 0 c gp and ET 
containing all the ranges of the Z;s and F( .; z, 0) is a survivor function 
on [0, co) for each z E %“, 0 E 0. We also assume that each F( .; z, 0) has a 
density f( .; z, 0). 
Conditions (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) describe a model for survival data with 
staggered entry in a clinical trial with (Zi, Yi, Xi, Ci) representing respec- 
tively the covariate, entry time, survival time, and censoring time of the ith 
subject. (See [4]). Condition (2.4) restricts our attention to parametric 
families. 
Since Xi and 2’, 3 Ci A (t - Yj) + are conditionally independent given 
a(%“, Zi) by (2.2), we have for almost all w, 
~O(x~z~)(~, [Xi~ (a, b)][X,d c,]) 
= 
s 
gpd.W. Z,) (QA c>, u)f(u; Z,(o), 0) dm(u), (2.5) 
(0. b) 
where m(u) denotes a dominating measure, 
L?J’~(~- z,‘(w, [ ci E (a, b)] [IX, > 2’,]) 
= 
f tvJla, =qo, xi > 24) dPO(x. =qo, e; ,< u) (a, b) 
= 
f 
F(u; Z,(o), 0) dPO(x,z~)(cq ci < u). (2.6) 
(0. b) 
It follows then from (2.5) and (2.6) that, by taking a suitable dominating 
measure on [0, 03)x (0, l), the likelihood of (Xi A ci, Si) on (a(%, Zi)w, 
6(X, Z,), a(X, A Ci, S,), P(JI”, z”(w, . )) is almost surely 
(F(Xi A z’,; Z,(o), 6)’ -“f(Xi A ci; z,(w), 6)6c)1cy+).eJ”‘, 
where di = 1 rx, ,c c,, . 
(2.7) 
Hence, the likelihood of (Zi, Xi A cj, S,), i = 1, 2, . . . . n, on (%“, XUa(Zi, 
Xi A ei, di, i= 1, 2, . . . . n), 9”(0, . )) is 
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We shall call (2.8) the conditional likelihood of (Zi, X, A pii, S,), i= 
1, 2, . ..) n, given 3Ep. The log-conditional likelihood of (Zi, Xi A r?;, 6,), 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n given 2 is 
= ,c, j; log l(u; Zi, 0) dN:(u) - 2 1’ H;(u) l(u; Zi, 6) du 
r=l 0 
= C,(t, w, (2.9) 
where A( .; Zj, 0) is the intensity of F( .; Zi, 6) and 
Nj(u)= l[,Y,. 22) tci * tt- yi)+ A u), (2.10) 
Hi(u) = 1 (0, x, A c, A (I- I,,)+] tub (2.11) 
In fact, since Y:s have nothing to do with 0, C,(t, 0) is also the log 
likelihood of ( Yi, Zi, Xi A ci, S,), i<n. Assume that R(t; Zi, 0) has 
continuous third derivatives in 0 and both 
1 
I>,, ,X’) 
(u) ww(u - yi; zi,eo) 
A(24 - Y,; zi, e,) 
and 
1 (u) (~*wv4h(~ - yi; .L 44 
(Z,. a) 
qu - Y;; zi, e,) 
(2.12) 
are locally bounded and predictable for every I, k = 1, 2, . . . . p and 
i = 1, 2, . ..) where e. E 0 is the true parameter. 
Let 
(dNf(u) - H;(u) ;l(u; Zi, 0) du). (2.13) 
Let 
hk(4 0) = - $ (t,e) 
* = 1 Jo 1 (Wae,)(u; Z;, mwe,b; zi, 0) dNttul A+; zi, e) I i= 1 
_ i J’ ‘“‘~/;;$‘“B’pi, 0) 
i=l O I9 
x (dN:(u) - H;(u) A(u; Zi, 0) du). (2.14) 
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Let 
9f=o{Zi7 CyiGsl, Cyi+Xf6S]y [Yj+Ci6S](S<t)y 
3-y = o(9y ( i= 1, 2, . . . . n 3, (2.15) 
%p=.(zFi,,+,li= 1,2, . . . . n), (2.16) 
M:(s) = N;(s) - i,o,3, H;(u) A(u; Zi, 0,) du. (2.17) 
THEOREM 2.1. With respect to the jiltration 9;l”), 
(a) U,, ,( t, 0,) is a locally square-integrable martingale; 
(b) the dual predictable projection of Z,,;,.Jt, 0,) is the quadratic 
tdation ( f.JJ ., e,), U,,,( ., 0,) >,. 
Proof It follows from (2.7) in Chang and Hsiung [4 J that 
&q(u) z 1 cy,+~~)(~ A (Yi+ci))-j- 
(0. ul 
~(Y,,(Y,+~,)~(~~+~,),(T) 
x I.(r - Y,; Zi, 8,) dr (2.18) 
is a Fr)-martingale. With a change of variables, we get 
Jq( Yi + u) = M,“(u). (2.19) 
Hence, 
Un,,(tv 00) 
=fJ 
(‘- yd+ (aqa?,)(u; zi, 8,) 
A(“; Zi9 eC)) dMi”(u) i=j 0 
= ,c, Jb”- ‘I)+ ‘““;tf;! ii; e”) d&f.. yi + u) 
0 
(a&x9,)(u- Y,; zj, I9 ) 
A(u - Yj; zi, f3,) 
’ d+&(u), (2.20) 
which is a P;l”‘-martingale because each of its summands is a stochastic 
integral with a predictable integrand and a martingale integrator. This 
proves (a). 
For the quadratic variation, we have, using (2.20) and (Ai, Aj) = 0 if 
i#j, that 
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(Un,,(.r eo1, Un,k(.r eo)), 
= ;, lo. r] 
(an/ae,)(u - Y;; zi, eo)(an/ae,)(u - Y,; zi, B,) 
A(u - Yi; zi, e,) 
xl (Y,,(Y,+x,) A ~Y,fC,d~W 
=i!,j,o (thy)+, 
(anlae,)(ui zi, oO)(an/ae/r)(u; zi3 eO) 
. I 4u; z;, e,) 
x l(O. x, r, c&4 du. (2.21) 
Hence 
In; ,. dt, 0,) 
-ij f (a*~pe,de,.(u; zi, 8,) 
4~; -6, 0,) 
dMf( u) 
i=l O 
+fj 
‘(WJel)kZi, ~,wv~~k~~~~zi~ &ddM!tUJ 
I 
j=, 0 A2(u; zi, 0,) 
+fj 
’ wawu; zi, e,wae,h4 zi, 8,) 
H;(u) du 
i=l O A(u;zi, 8,) 
= iz, j(o ,3 l(Y!. -i(u)( 
(anjae,)(u - Yi; Zi, e,)(anpe,)(u - Yi; Zi, e,) 
l’(U- Yi; Zi, 00) 
(wa~~,)(u - yi; zi9 0,) 
- 
+- yi; zi, e,) > 
dJ,tul 
I 
+ wd., e,), ud., e,)),. (2.22) 
This proves (b), because the integral in (2.22) is a martingale for the same 
reason in (2.20). 
Remarks. Let &” = rs( Y, , . . . . Y,}. Theorem 2.1 is, in fact, valid both 
on (a, Fjn), 9) and (SF’, X~‘S~“), 9@(w, .)) for almost all CD, where 
A$‘) denotes the atom of &“) containing w. They can be proved in the 
same way, although only the case on (52, F!n), 9) is considered here. 
3. SOME ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE SCORE PR~~E,w AND 
THE INFORMATION PROCESS 
In this section, we will prove a weak convergence theorem for the score 
process U,(., e,), using martingale central limit theorem, and some con- 
sistency theorems for the information process I,( ., 0,), using Lenglart’s 
inequality. 
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Let t, E (0, co). Assume, in addition to (2.12), that 
4.; ., 0,) is bounded away from 0, 
that (~?n/&?,)( .; ., 0,) is bounded on (0, to] x d for every l, (3.1) 
and that for every UE (0, t,], as n goes to co, the matrix #Ju) whose 
(I, k)-entry is 
n 
tiz, 
(&l/ae,)(u - Y,; zi, s,)(a~/ae,)(u - Yi; zi, f3,) 1 
/l(u - Y;; z;, 8,) (Y,.(r,+x,) h ,r,+c,d4 
(3.2) 
converges almost surely to a deterministic matrix 
d(u) = (4,./c(U)) 
satisfying SC,,, $) Iti,, Ju)) du < CC for every 1, k and such that there exists a 
matrix function $(u) = (tiij(u)), 1 f i <p, 1 <j < r for which 
d=W’ (3.3) 
and jCO,ro, l$i/(~)12 du< co for every i,j, where we use “I” to denote trans- 
pose. 
Remarks. (3.2) is symmetric and nonnegative definite, by (2.21) and 
Metivier [8, pp. 140-1411. Hence conditions (3.2) and (3.3) are mainly 
integrability conditions. 
AS in the usual discussion of MLE, our conditions in this work are by 
no means necessary. They are assumed so as to avoid some technical 
distractions. 
To simplify the notations, we shall invariably use ( . ( to denote the norm 
of a vector, even in different spaces. 
THEOREM 3.1. Under (2.1)-(2.4), (2.12), (3.1)-(3.3), n-“‘U,(t, t3,) = 
n-“*(U, ‘(4 eo), . . . . Un,Jt, e,))’ converges weakly on [0, t,] to a continuous 
Gaussian martingale with covariance SC,,, d(u) du. 
Proof It follows from (2.21) that 
(n-“2U,,I(., flo), n- “*%/L e,)>,= j ($n(U)h,kd~, (3.4) 
(0, t) 
which converges to J C0, I) $/.,+(u) du almost surely uniformly in t E (0, to], by 
(2.12), (3.1), (3.2). 
Similarly, we can show that the s-jump part of n-‘/*U,( ., 0,) has 
quadratic variation tending to 0. Hence by the martingale central limit 
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theorem [2, Appendix I J, n - “*UN(f, 0,) converges weakly to a continuous 
Gaussian martingale with covariance St0, ,)&u) du if SfO, ) d(u) du is indeed 
the covariance of a continuous Gaussian martingale, which is guaranteed 
by condition (3.3). In fact, the limiting process can be represented as 
a vector of integrals with respect to standard Brownian motion 
B(l) = (B,(t), *.., B,(t)) on an enlarged space, 
i J #ij(U)dBj(u), i= 1, 2, ...yp. 
j=l (“.rl 
(3.5) 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.2. Under (2.1 t(2.4), (2.12), (3.1), and (3.2) 
lim B[~~,l~(l.(r,Oo)l~c]=l (3.6) 
n+r 
for every E > 0. 
ProoJ Lenglart’s inequality gives, for every I= 1,2, . . . . p, E > 0, 6 > 0, 
that 
(3.7) 
Hence, letting n -+ co in (3.7) and applying (3.4) gives (3.6) for U,, [, which, 
in turn, gives (3.6) immediately. 
Assume further that, as n goes to co, 
1 n CJ ( (an/ae,)(U- Yi; Zi, eO)(an/ae,)(U- Yi; Zi, 00) 2. ,= 1 (0 ro) ~‘(U- Yi; Zi, e0) 
(d*a/ae,aek)(U - Y;; Zi, e,) * 
- 
ntu - yi; zi, e,) > 
xa(U-yY,;Zi,~O)lrY,,(Y,+X,)~(Y,+C,)](U)dU (3.8) 
converges to 0 in probability. 
THEOREM 3.3. Under (2.1)-(2.4), (2.12), (3.1) (3.2), and (3.8), 
(3.9) 
for every E > 0. 
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Proof. It follows from (2.22) that 
~(I,:,k(r,eo)-(G’,,(.i~o),Li~,k(~~~o)),) (3.10) 
is a martingale whose quadratic variation at to is (3.8), which converges to 
0 in probability. Applying Lenglart’s inequality to (3.10), we get 
I 1 >E =o 
for every E > 0. 
(3.11) 
Combining (3.4) and (3.11), we get (3.9) immediately. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose that jt0.a3 4(u) du is inuertibfe for some a > 0. 
Then there exists e. > 0 such that 
Proof. Since I#(u) is symmetric and nonnegative definite, so is js b(u) du 
for any Bore1 set S. This implies that 1 (o.,, 4(u) du is positive definite and 
#jo, rl ,(“(;;u,$;“2 I ; ICf,jjl~(;~ d$‘il for t 2 a. Hence the set 
is oun e away from 0 in its norm, so is 
the(‘$t ;“rco r, &u)tkI::‘[a, to]). Taking Ed> 0 small enough, (3.12) 
follows from’ (3.9). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that j (o. U3 4(u) du is invertible. Then 
lim B I,( t, 0,) invertible, for t E [a, to], 
n-m 
for every e>O. 
The proof of Corollary 3.2 is omitted, because it follows from (3.9) and 
(3.12) immediately. The following result can be shown in a similar way as 
(3.6) and (3.9). Hence its proof is also omitted. 
THEOREM 3.4. Under (2.1)-(2.4), (2.12), (3.1), (3.2), and (3.8), there is a 
constant A4 such that 
lim 9 
“--too 
(3.14) 
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if we further assume that 
A(t; z, 0) is bounded away from 0 and that the third 
derivatives of E. in 0 are bounded on (0, t,] x 9 x 0. (3.15) 
4. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF MLE 
We shall call a solution fi,( t) of U,(t, d,(t)) = 0 a maximum likelihood 
estimate (MLE) of 8, at calender time t. Using the reslts in Section 3, we 
shall establish the uniform consistency and weak convergence of the MLE 
process e,( .) and the local asymptotic normality of the parametric family, 
all treated in the D-space of Skorohod topology. 
THEOREM 4.1. Under (2.1)-(2.41, (2.12), (3.1), (3.2), (3.8), and (3.15), if 
jCO, ul b(u) du is invertible, then there exists a uniformly consistent maximum 
likelihood estimator 6,(t) on [a, t,]; i.e., for every r > 0, 
lim 9 [ sup Id,(t)-e,l>r]=O. (4.1) n-tee I E [a. rol 
Proof: We shall apply the following variant of the inverse function 
theorem to (l/n) U,(t, 0) for each fixed t E [a, to]. 
Let g: RP + gp be continuously differentiable with nonsingular Jacobian 
g’(x,). If 
sup II- (g’(x,)) -I g’(.x)l < VP 
Jr--rol<r 
and 
I(g’(x,))F’ g(x,)l < 42, 
then there is a unique x with 1 x-x0 I< r satisfying g(x) = 0. 
Let A;, B,, C, denote respectively the event in (3.6), (3.13), and (3.14). 
We can choose r so small that 
(4.2) 
on B, n C,, for all n. 
For this r, choose E so small that 
I( 
on A; B,, for all n. 
Hence, according to the above inverse function theorem, on 
A:,nB,nC,, there is a unique d,(t) such that U,(t, B,,(t))=0 and 
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Id,(t)-&,(<r. Since P(A;,nB,nC,) tends to 1 by (3.6), (3.1 
(3.14), the proof is complete. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Under (2.1)-(2.4), (2.12), (3.1)-(3.3), (3.8), and ( 3.15), if 
jto,a3 4(u) du is inuertible, then Jn(6,Jt) - 0,) converges weakly on [a, t,] 
continuous Gaussian martingale with quadratic variation 
;;v,. ,;4@, du) - ‘9 where 6,(t) is the estimator in (4.1). 
Proof. The mean-value theorem gives 
(4.3 
with 0:. ,(t) lying between 8,(t) and BO. Hence, 
( 
-1 
- ~~(4 Bf,(N) n - “2Un( t, e,) = n”2(8,( t) - e(J. (4.4 
k 
It follows from (4.1), (3.13), (3.14), and the basic properties of weak 
convergence of stochastic processes that for every F > 0, 
Es! (t, e;,,(t)) 
n dek 
)-l-(~~o,,,dOd~)-l la-j-i. 
(4.5) 
(Invertibility of the matrix in (4.4) and (4.5) is a consequence of (3.13) and 
(3.14). It would be better to require the invertibility of ((du,,,/aek)(t, 0,)) 
whenever 10, - 8,) < r by choosing the r in (4.2) small enough.) 
Therefore, Theorem 4.2 follows from (4.4) (4.5), and Theorm 3.1. This 
completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.3. Under (2.1)-(2.4), (2.12), (3.1), (3.2), (3.8), and (3.15), if 
jcO.al 4(u) du is invertible, then for every q E Wp, the process C,(t, 8, + 
q/J%) - C,(t, l3,) shares the same weak limit on [a, t,] as 
rl’ (Jo, rl4(u) du) n 1’2!&(t) - ed - &I’ (hrl 4(u) d4 ?. 
ProoJ Consider the Taylor expansion 
+,o,+-$-w,e,) 
(4.6) 
for some q* on the line segment joining 8, and B0 + vi,,&. 
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It follows from (3.14) that the last term in (4.6) converges, uniformly in 
t, to 0 in probability. Hence C,(t, 8, + q/,,&z) - C,(t, 0,) has the same weak 
limit on [a, to] as 
n-“2fU,(t, &)+if (gy. Bog ?, (4.7) 
which, by (4.4), is equal to 
~(t,s:,(t)))n”(~“(t)-s,)+f4~~(~(t,B,))C (4.8) 
k k 
Hence, it follows from (3.9) and (4.1) that (4.8) has the same weak limit as 
which completes the proof. 
5. STOPPED LIKELIHOOD PROCESS 
Having studied some of the properties of the log-likelihood process 
C,(t, e), we are going to make a parallel study for the stopped log- 
likelihood process C’,(t A z,,, e), where t, is a Bj”)-stopping time. Roughly 
speaking, consistency results are consequences of those for log-likelihood 
process C,(t, e) and weak convergence results require some extra but 
similar work. For this reason, proofs are omitted. Previous notations are 
still used in this section unless otherwise stated. Let z,, be a pi”)-stopping 
time. Assume that 
lim 5, = s0 (5.1) 
in probability for some s0 < co. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume (2.1)-(2.4), (2.12), (3.1)-(3.3) with t,>sO. Then 
(i) nP”*U,(t A z,, e,) converges weakly on 010, co) to a 
continuous Gaussian martingale with quadratic variation 
s (0. t I\ sol 4(u) du. (5.2) 
(ii) lim, _ sc ~[s~p~~,~)I (l/n) V& * tnJO)I aI=1 for 
every E > 0. (5.3) 
(iii) Zf (3.8) also holds, then lim,,, q[supco, ooj I (l/n) 
40 A ~~~ 0,) - sco,, A r,l d(U)duj<E]=lfor every E>O 
and both (3.12) and (3.13) can be generalized accordingly. (5.4) 
THEOREM 5.2. Assume (2.1)-(2.4), (2.12), (3.1)-(3.3), (3.8), and (3.15), 
a <so < to. Suppose that jco,al 4(u) du is invertible. Then 
(i) lim,, m ~‘csw~~. wb lfJ,(t A t,)-eoI>&]=o for every 
E > 0. (5.5) 
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(ii) Jh8,( E A 7,) - 0,) converges weakly on D[a, GO) to a 
continuous Gaussiun martingale with quadratic variation 
(.I (o,r ,, so] 4(u) du) ‘- 
(iii) For every q E BP, the process C,(t A T,, 00 + fl/J;;) - 
C,(t A T,, 0,) h s ares the same weak limit in D[a, CO) as 
?’ CJ (O,f A sol 4(u) du) n1’*(8,(t A 7,) - 0,) - h’(jcO,, A so~ 
4~) du) ‘I. 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
For the rest of this section, we shall focus our attention on the 
simultaneous entry situation; namely, Yi= 0 for every i = 1,2, . . . . In par- 
ticular, Theorem 5.3 is a generalization of the work on local asymptotic 
normality by Gardiner [S]. 
Let Tp), Ty) , . . . . 7’:) be the order statistics of X, A C,, . . . . X, A C,. Let 
61”) be a random variable defined by 
[#‘*)=I]= ij [T;“‘=xj] ,n In and [St j=O]= [S! )#l]. 
j= 1 
Let .@,,k=~{7’~), . . . . TjJ’), SF’, . . . . 6r)}, Bn.o= (52, S}. Then B,\n,k~~$,. 
Let 6, be a (Bn,, j k = 0, 1, . . . . n )-stopping time. Let 
7,,= f Tyl[rr,=k]. (5.8) 
k=O 
Then t, is a 91”)-stopping time. Note that f?,(7,)=o,/n, where p,, is the 
empirical distribution function of Xi A Ci, i= 1, 2, . . . . n. 
A straightforward calculation shows that the log likelihood of (Tj”), . . . . 
Tp’, SC;), . . . . Sp’) is C,( Tr’, 8), if a dominating measure is properly chosen. 
Therefore, for stopping times of the type defined in (5.8), there is a 
likelihood interpretation for C,,(r,,, 0). 
LEMMA 5.1. Zf E(X, A C,)2y< co, then supnE(U,Jr,, U,)/n"*)**< cc 
for each I = 1, . . . . p, where q > 1. (5.9) 
Proof Using a martingale inequality (cf. [IS, p. 601) in the third line 
below, we get the following inequalities: 
E (“&;; oo))*~ 
GE 
( sup 
Un.,(f, 00) 2y 
rE(O,fO) n1/2 > 
,< CqE (“.I$ Bo))‘q 
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for some constant C, depending only on q. Therefore, we get (5.Y) 
immediately by the moment assumption, (3.1) and a uniform integrability 
result for sums of i.i.d. zero-mean random variables. 
THEOREM 5.3. With the assumption of Theorem 5.2, assume further that 
E(X, A C,)2y < GO for some q > 1. Let 9 ~3~. Then C,,(z,, 8, + q/J) - 
C,,(T,,, 6,) has the same limiting distribution as 
where n- ‘12U (T 0,) converges in distribution to a multivariate normal ran- 
dom variable Lit; covariance (5.11) and (( l/n)(dU,,,/dOk)(r,,, 0,)) converges 
in probability to (5.11 ). 
ProoJ: It follows from (4.6) and (5.9) that we need only to establish the 
limiting behavior of n-“’ Un(5,, 0,) and ((l/n)(av,,,/aek)(t,, 4J). 
Let b > sO. Because 
Y[[n l/q& r,,, 0,)-n- ‘12Un(Tn A 6, &,)I > E] 
<b[s,>b] -+O as n-co, 
and because n-“‘U,(t A z,, 0,) converges weakly in NO, a), 
n “‘U,,(r 8,) converges in distribution. 
The (I:‘i)-entry of the covariance of the limiting distribution of 
np”2U,(z,, 0,) is 
lim k EU,.,(s,, 00) U,,.k(5,zr 4J) 
=lim E 
s 
(an/ae,)(u; eO)(a@~,)(u; 0,) l ’ 
(O.621 4u; 00) 
;ix, lCO.X,A C,l (u)du 
= 
(aA/ael)(u; eO)(an/aek)(u; &) Htu) d 
4u; 00) 
4 (5.11) 
where H is the survival function of X, A C,. 
Note that the last equality uses an argument similar to Lemma 4.1 in 
Gardiner [S] to obtain convergence in probability and uniform 
integrability of the relevant sequence of random variables. 
The conclusion about (( l/n)(aU,,$aB,)(T,, 0,)) can be obtained 
similarly. Therefore, the proof is complete. 
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